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Pacify your heart, because today is a day of glory rather than of pain, a day of triumphs and of
multiplication of the Love of God.

Today the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit receive the fruits of an existence of a giving of self,
of surrender, of unconditional love.

Today a part of the Heart of God renews and surpasses itself, because a son of His allowed Him to
renew Himself through his constant humility, renunciation, and love.

Today, child, contemplate a more brilliant sky in the Universe, because a light returned to its origin,
from where it will continue to give impulses to the human Project, because his surrender is eternal.

He, who having fulfilled his mission, offered a little more for love of his friends and companions,
also surrendered his life for them, because the time has come for you to walk by yourselves,
supported by your own feet and sustaining others.

Today the Universe rejoices because he, who had renounced his evolution to multiply the Love of
God on Earth, returned bringing in the crystals of the center of his chest, the legacy of his
experience on this so beloved planet. He did not only bring with himself a learning experience, but a
celestial gift to God, because he learned, with all the levels of his consciousness,  to love the Father
above all things and to obey Him beyond his own will, even renouncing to continue in the world
when his disciples and companions were ready to take a new step.

For you, child, a new cycle and a new time have come; a time to mature the Graces you bear within
yourself, because a unique legacy was left for humanity over a long period of time, and you are a
living part of this legacy of love.

Therefore, today, raise your eyes to the Heights and instead of grief, offer God gratitude. Place your
offering at the Feet of the Creator and reconfirm yourself in the adherence to His Plan, because it is
now that it starts.

After having received everything and of having sublime teachings placed within you, go and turn
what dwells in you into life. The world so needs it.

You have My blessing for this.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


